If thinking beyond the obvious and working for some of the largest
brands in the world is right up your lane, we want to welcome you to
Epiphany as our next:

Full Stack Engineer
Our Essence
Our passion for marketing and facts has defined our mission – to inspire business decisions through
consumer stories and research. It’s what we like to call Research Based Consultancy.



At Epiphany, we do things differently. We tend to go off the beaten track in order to pave ways of
reaching a satisfactory moment of an Epiphany. How do we do this? With our data-crunching capabilities
and commercial mindset, we are creating impactful insights for some of the world’s most ambitious and
renowned brands in retail, finance, FMCG, and more. We put the consumer’s voice in the center of our
decision making and we strive to take research and strategy to a higher level.

Epiphany Needs You!
We are looking for a Full Stack Engineer who will help us revolutionize market research and turn
conventional surveys interactions into true conversations. Apart from survey development we are
continuously working on new platforms and other products to make our work easier and better. We are
looking for a true development multitasker, who likes to solve a wide variety of problems.

More specifically, you will
Be part of the team of engineers to further build and improve tech solutions which aim to revamp the
market research industry.

Team up with other engineers to implement DDD engineering principles and represent our
engineering values.
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Apply your technical and human skills to lead pro ects to completion. Influence and drive for
improvement across scrum teams.

Take a proactive approach and ownership of the tasks. Monitoring the tasks on production and making
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sure everything runs smooth and as e pected.

Are you the Full Stack Engineer we’re looking for?

For this position, we are looking for someone who
Has 4+ years of of experience in software engineering.
Has a Computer Science background.
Has experience in Frameworks like Vue / React / Angular.
Has experience in NodeJS / Express.
Experience in TypeScript is a plus.
Is familiar with CI/CD Platforms such as Circle CI, GitHub Actions, GitLab Pipelines and cloud
solutions like (AWS/Google Cloud).
Has knowledge of relational (Mysql/Postgre) and NoSQL (MongoDb, Redis) databases.
Has knowledge of software engineering practices (SOLID, DDD and TDD).
Is a team-player.
Is fluent in spoken and written English.
Resides in The Netherlands.
What We’re Offering
The unique opportunity to have a serious impact on a growing company and our clients.
Learning and development opportunities within a young, non-hierarchical and dynamic company.
A fun and diverse working place. We strongly believe in the strength of combining unique values and
opinions of people from different cultures and backgrounds.
A working environment with the freedom to express ideas and follow through with personal initiatives.
The opportunity to work in a brand-new office in the Silicon Canals of Amsterdam.
Company benefits like lunch at the office, Friday afternoon drinks, a yearly trip and boating on the
canals when the weather allows us to.

Are you interested?
Have we sparked your interest and do you feel you are the person we’re looking for? Great! Send us your
resume and cover letter to javidan.guliyev@epiphany-rbc.com .

“Epiphany: The sudden realization of the essence or
meaning of something”
Javidan Guliyev


javidan.guliyev@epiphany-rbc.com 
www.epiphany-rbc.com 
+31 20 845 2114
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